This paper describes how to configure servlets with Intellij version 8. The GUI intensive approach to enterprise Java has classically led to configuration issues that require both a deployment environment and a lengthy IDE set-up. Students (and, indeed, seasoned professionals) can find this confusing. The article is both a case study and a tutorial on simple enterprise Java configuration and deployment.
Tomcat is an Apache Software Foundation application server product that is available as an open-source multi-platform distribution http://tomcat.apache.org. On a mac, for example, a download is extracted by typing:
tar -xvf apache-tomcat-6.0. 18.tar.gz This creates a directory called:
apache-tomcat-6.0.18
The programmer changes directory into the binary directory of Tomcat and starts it using:
cd apache-tomcat-6.0.18/bin
The start-up script identifies the location of the application server (called go.sh) #!/bin/sh export CATALINA_HOME=/Users/lyon/attachments/servlets/apachetomcat-6.0.18 export JAVA_HOME=/System/Library/Frameworks/JavaVM.framework/Versi ons/1.5.0/Home $CATALINA_HOME/bin/startup.sh sh startup.sh
The programmer then changes the modifier list on the file, to make it executable: chmod +x go.sh Now you need to add a user to the Tomcat database:
cat >apache-tomcat-6.0.18/conf/tomcat-users.xml <?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8'?> <tomcat-users> <role rolename="manager"/> <user username="lyon" password="xxx" roles="manager"/> </tomcat-users> Running is performed with an invocation to go.sh. The programmer then verifies the correctness of the installation by visiting http://localhost:8080. In summary, the programmer identifies the proper application server, downloads it, uncompresses it, creates a shell script for running it, creates a database, in xml, of users and passwords for administering it, executes the application server and finally tests it. Common problems that can occur include a buggy configuration file setting (try again and restart), incorrect firewall settings (with cryptic output) and occupied ports (something else is already on port 8080). Clearly, this installation was not as easy as a normal application. Some IDEs (like Netbeans) include a customized version of Tomcat. This eases integration, deployment and configuration.
THE INTELLIJIDEA
The previous section described the configuration, installation and testing of Tomcat. This section describes the set-up for deploying a servlet to Tomcat. First, start Intellij and select: "create a new project from scratch". 
CREATING YOUR FIRST SERVLET
The previous section outlined the steps for setting up a browser to enable the programmer to start to write servlets. This section describes how to write the servlet, using the IntellijIDEA IDE. Mouse right on the project and select the new menu. J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 8, NO. 2. 
CONFIGURATION OF THE IDE FOR DEPLOYMENT
This section describes how to configure the IntellijIDEA for deployment of the application. J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 8, NO. 2. The programmer double clicks on the web facet, selects the assembly descriptor and enters in the new URL pattern to map to the HelloServlet. 
SUMMARY
The problems encountered with deployment have been documented in our 2005 case study involving the JBoss plugin for Intellij [Lyon 2005b-e] . These problems include issues of IDE integration, server communication, file system organization and resource bundling [Lyon 2005a ]. Now, three years later, we examine a new deployment scenario involving the simplest of servlets onto one of the more common application servers. Our new work shows that the procedure is a fruitful source of bugs. As is typical, all the effort is expended in set-up and debugging in order to get the system working.
We need to make the process a little easier for the programmer. Perhaps a process involving automated communication in a standard manner would be of help in deployment. System integration is a primary focus of our efforts. An XML file is used to enable a mapping between the servlet name and the class name. This creates a non-zero probability of a run-time error. Application server set-up and execution could be a less fruitful source of bugs if it were automated. The use of special files and directory structures causes IntelliJ to ask the user to create a new module of web application type. Our simple servlet needed a local server, servlet mapping, a browser for test and a servlet file. Each of these things had to be set up manually.
The expert programmers get so good with configuration that they treat the problems with set-up as trivial, and ignore them. This leaves the programmers new to the IDE to figure set-up on their own. Clearly, the primary element in easing deployment and configuration bugs is in better integration and debugging tools. Other IDE's seem to be better at server-side integration than Intellij, but the question of how to improve the integration with Intellij remains open.
